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Jessica Jones is a hard-nosed private investigator, and the dark underbelly of the Marvel
Universe is her beat. But it wasn't always this way. Once, Jessica stood alongside Earth's
Mightiest Heroes, the Avengers, as a costumed super hero. What changed? What ended her
crimefi ghting career before it even got started? Now, for the fi rst time, learn all of Jessica's
hidden secrets - how she was orphaned, how she got her powers...and the dark, unspoken
chapter in Marvel Universe history that changed her life forever. Guest-starring Peter Parker,
Jean Grey, Luke Cage, Ant-Man and the mighty Avengers!COLLECTING: ALIAS 22-28

About the AuthorBrian Michael Bendis is an American comic book writer and former artist. He
has won critical acclaim, including five Eisner Awards for both his creator-owned work and his
work on various Marvel Comics books.Starting out with crime and noir comics, Bendis
eventually moved to mainstream superhero work. With Bill Jemas and Mark Millar, Bendis was
the primary architect of the Ultimate Marvel Universe, launching Ultimate Spider-Man in 2000,
on which he continues as writer to the present day. He relaunched the Avengers franchise with
New Avengers in 2004, and has also written the Marvel "event" storylines "Secret War" (2004),
"House of M" (2005), "Secret Invasion" (2008), "Siege" (2010) and "Age of Ultron" (2013).In
addition to writing comics, he has also worked in television, video games and film, and taught
writing at Portland State University. He will begin teaching at University of Oregon starting in Fall
2013, and his book Words for Pictures will be out in Spring 2014 from Random House
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Rexstil, “Best packaging I’ve ever received. It had cardboard on each side and was inserted into
2 padded mail slips. Perfect condition”

nicole w brown, “This excellent comic explores her past when a group come to her hoping for
justice from the evil Kilgrave who oncehadaholdonher. This comic opens with a flashback to
when Jessica was a teenager and was in a car wreck with an army vehicle that was carrying
hazardous materials. Her family died but she ended up with the ability to fly and have super
strength after being in a coma for six months. She gets adopted by a nice couple and decides to
use her powers to fight bad guys as the superhero Jewel.Back in today's timeline, she is looking
for a good case to take on and Carol Danvers, Captain Marvel, sends her one. A group of
people has been affected by a man known as Killgrave and they want her help in getting justice.
Killgrave, or the Purple Man, has the ability to make you do anything he wants you to do. You
want to do it too. At least at the time. He does it with pheromones so when you get away from
him his influence is gone. Before Killgrave was captured, he held Jessica in his thrall. He made
her do all manner of things against her will.Jessica goes to see Killgrave and when he escapes
she blames herself and worries about what he might do to her or others. The artwork in this
comic is very interesting. At the beginning is a very retro classic from the 1960s. The Jewel
sequences are sleek over-the-top modern superhero type art. The Jean Grey parts are very
sophisticated and look like they belong in an X-Men comic. This was a killer book that even at
times made attempts to as they say in the theater "break the fourth wall". Also, Jessica's love life
is about to get complicated as Luke Cage starts coming around again while she's still dating
Scott. I highly recommend this book.”

James B., “What a way to go out.... This is the end of Alias, the Marvel Max series, but not the
end of Jessica Jones. Her story continues in The Pulse, also written by Brian Bendis. And it's a
good thing I know that, otherwise this volume would have gotten three stars.So this volume has
two arcs. The first is a quick back story on Jessica on how she got her powers. Other than the
cheesy way they shoehorn her into the spiderman continuity (they went to high school together),
this was a pretty decent couple of issues.The second volume is the one this series is most
known for, featuring Jessica's history with Kilgrave. Kilgrave is one creepy bastard in this
collection, and the pain and woe he leaves in his wake is a sight to behold. The whole thing
functions as a metaphor for abuse, and it succeeded in that regard.The problem comes in the
last issue when they tried t wrap up. I didn't hate how they dealt with Kilgrave, even if they went
for a more 'empowering' method that didn't make a ton of sense. But in the last few panels, the
series pulls a STUNNING TWIST, which was just painfully dumb and should not have been part
of this.One other thing I want to mention is the artwork. The PI scenes still standard fair for Alias;
dark, gritty, and a bunch of reused panels. But the flashback scenes have an art shift to look



more like standard superhero comics. It was a very simple idea and it worked wonders.In all, I
give Alias four stars.”

Annie, “A+ all around. Thank you”

Matthew D'Souza, “Bendis' Masterful Jessica Jones: Alias Finale!. Bendis wrote a complex,
meta, emotional, clever, witty, action packed, mystery noir that chronicles Jessica Jones' past in
meticulous detail. We finally get her childhood, teenage years, where she is now, and where
Jessica will go from here. One of Marvel & Comic book histories' greatest female super heroes
already, Jessica Jones is a mature woman who finally comes to terms with her shadowy past as
she must overcome her arch nemesis, the perverted and super powerful Purple Man: Killgrave!
Bendis utilizes his writing skills at their peak to give a meta commentary on Jessica Jones as a
character, woman, and hero simultaneously throughout this volume. It's all so impressive and
massive in scope, but human at its heart. Stellar writing.Michael Gaydos shines artistically in Vol.
4 of Jessica Jones. His art is so carefully laid out. He confronts comic format and turns it on its
head with his meta commentary illustrations that match the insanity of The Purple Man with how
Bendis writes his purple maniac. It's all just stunning to read and look at. I admire their daring
and Gaydos' skillful use of misdirection, focus, and his use of framing. Brilliant artwork and
Gaydos' best work in this series. Perfect for the finale volume and the most climatic arc.David
Mack's cover is gorgeous again ans perfectly summarizes Jessica's struggle in Vol. 4 of Jessica
Jones: Alias.”

Adrian, “Satisfyingly awesome storyline.. It was an amazing comic book portraying an amazing
story about one of the most relatable and complicated characters I’ve ever witnessed truly
beautiful.”

Adam J Pomichter, “All the ups and downs that are typical of Bendis's style. It's a good story, but
it comes with all of the ups and downs typical of Bendis's style. Brian Michael Bendis loves the
"decompressed" style of writing, where every scene is drawn out like a movie. I bought this
expecting a long, tense battle of wits between Jessica and The Purple Man like in the Netflix
show. Instead, Killgrave is only in three scenes, and those scenes are mostly dialogue. At the
same time, there are plenty of pages that are just alternating frames of the characters looking at
each other with no words.It's still a good story, but any other writer would have fit in one issue,
and it still would have been good. Bendis draws it out to five - a whole trade. So make of that
what you will.”

C. Derick Varn, “Solid but needed more space. This brings us to Jessica Jones dual origin story
and covers a lot of the material that was in the show. What is markedly different, however, is how
most of the conflict of this arc is over and in flashback, and frankly, some of the backstories
seem rushed. Bendis and Gaydos are still in top form here, but one feels like they knew the arc



was ending and that they had a limited time to really explore the themes they set out to uncover
about how Jessica got to the point she was at. Excellent in theme and execution except the
pacing is rushed. I wanted more, which we got elsewhere.”

Extra, “Super cheap and very quick delivery!. Amazingly cheap and quick delivery. One of the
Three graphic novels had lots of indentations on the cover... But hey, despite being sold as new,
they were so cheap it didn't bother me. Buy maybe note in future? Cheers.”

Exile_001, “A solid finale. Art is amazing, as it has been throughout the series. While the saga is
mostly great, our villain talks as though in a comic book, which I've seen done better in other,
older books. Still, a great finale to JJ's MAX title.”

Tom, “Great. Great quality art work and a good story across all the issues”

tania melling, “Five Stars. great”

The book by Marvel Comics has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 205 people have provided feedback.
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